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MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNOR RELATIVE TO
THE ADOPTION OF CERTAIN TAXATION
MEASURES RELATED TO THE PROPOSED
AMENDMENT OF THE constitution.

Executive Department, Boston, May 28, 1915.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representativ

I feel in duty bound not to allow the closing hours of the
legislative session to pass without a reminder that by the
action of this legislature and its predecessor a constitutional
amendment is to be referred to the people which, if ratified,
will open the way for a great radical change in our system
of taxation, and will enable s
greatly alleviate or to serious
ing the present distribution o;
cation is refused at the polls,
ment because the voters fear
likely to be misused in view

lucceeding legislatures either to
ly increase the injustice attend-
the public burdens. If ratifi-
it will be refused in my judg-
that the new power sought is
of the failure of past legisla-
evils in our system that couldtures to remedy any of those

have been ended long ago bv itatutory law
I therefore remind again your honorable bodies that this

amendment is only a part of a much larger program of taxa-
tion reform, and that the other parts of the program are
essential not only to its completeness but to the soundness of
the amendment itself.

I have never closed my eyes to the force of the argument
which is urged against this taxation amendment, that it will
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le the legislature, under the undue influence of the datl

is invested in stocks and bonds which may be
ncealed, to merely legalize the

ruination between these owners ot in-

tangible, property and. those citizens who own real estate,
farms and machinery, including the great class of rent payers
all of whom are now obliged not only to pay their share of our
taxes but also that share which these security holders succeed
in avoiding by concealment of their property.
If it is not intended by those who are behind this amend-

ment to compel a disclosure of all property subject to taxa-
tion, then its effects will be far worse than the present situa-
tion. I have taken it for granted that the advocates of this
amendment have been sincere. Many of them have professed
their willingness to join with me in the whole program of
taxation reform, wdiich includes a law making the disclosure
of property compulsory under the pains and penalties of
perjury and also a law which would end such episodes as the
colonization of rich men in little towns for the purpose of
avoiding taxation. Some, however, surprised and disap-
pointed me by refusing to do anything at present but support
the amendment failing perhaps to realize that promises of
action to be taken by future legislatures will do little to allay
the apprehensions of the taxpayers whose property is tangible
and not escaping assessment, and whose opposition is likely to

formidable unless their fears are shown to be unfounded
It is still in your power to pass these just and remedial

proposals and thereby to quiet these fears and break the force
this opposition. If you fail to do so, it will intensify them

and give added force to the argument which will be urged
against the ratification of the amendment itself. I wish
therefore to warn the friends of this amendment that its pas-
sage by the legislature is far from its adoption, and that if
they cannot give to all classes in the community evidence of
honest intent in seeking the power they will find great diffi-
culty in prevailing upon the citizens of Massachusetts to give
them more power to discriminate than they already have.

I repeat that the amendment, standing alone, is exposed

ave objections, bordering dangerously as it does upon
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ui, or rather paving the way for legislation in
dass which already hears much less thanfavc

>nly desirable whenunion bur
'Oupled with compulsory returns and the other means n«

to secure complete and impartial assessment of all taxal
property. I earnestly urge, therefore, the immediate ador
ion of these measures, especially that giving power;e measures, espec

sioner to revise kmini

put a stop to the corrupt and illegal compacts, express or1 compacts, c
implied, h ween wealthy citizens and local assessors whereby

lawful taxation is evaded and our industrial and commercial
sentres of population are unduly burdened for the benefit ofcentres oi popu
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